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Academic
Convocation will
be Oct. 13 in Shaw

••

The 1981 Academic Convocation to
honor outstanding members of the campus
community will be at 3 p.m. Tuesday, Oct.
13, in Shaw Theatre with Ernst A.
Breisach, chairman of the Department of
History, presiding.
The program will include the presentation of the Alumni Teaching Excellence
Awards by Sterling L. Breed, Counseling
Center; the presentation of Distinguished
Faculty Scholar Awards by President John
T. Bernhard; and the recognition of the
Distinguished Service Award winner by
Maury E. Parfet, chairperson of the Board
of Trustees.
Elwood B. Ehrle, vice president for
academic affairs, will speak on "Recognition of Academic Quality." He will be introduced by Norman C. Greenberg, dean
of the College of General Studies and International Education.
Bernhard will offer closing remarks.
Others in the platform party will be Trustee
Robert D. Caine; Ralph N. Miller, president of the American Association of
University Professors chapter; Faculty
Senate president Ellen Page-Robin; and
Associated Student Government president
Caren Rothstein, a Southfield junior.
A reception will be in the theatre lobby
following the program.
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In 'State of University' address Tuesday

U still faces financial crisis, Bernhard declares
Despite
a host
of
significant
achievements over the past year, Western
Michigan
University
finds
itself-financially-where
it was a year
ago, facing a financial crisis that is "both
imminent and indefinite in duration."
That is the picture painted by President
John T. Bernhard in his "State of the
University" address Tuesday. The complete text of the President's address is
published in this edition of Western News,
beginning on Page 4.
Bernhard made that reference to his
"State of the University" address of last
year in announcing that Western has planned for a 4 percent reduction in its current
budget in anticipation of an executiveorder reduction from Gov. Milliken.
"My only hope is that our mandated cuts _
will not exceed 4 percent," Bernhard President John T. Bernhard
declared. "Of course, this means we must
live within a very tight budget for 1981- doing right now, and it is essential that it
82."
succeed."
Bernhard said during his address Tues"With your cooperation and underday that a consensus appears to have been standing, it will," he said, "but implemenreached in Lansing for a 3 percent acrosstation will be difficult. Reallocation
the-board executive-order budget reduction
strategy will compel us to make substantial
for higher education, affecting the current
resource shifts from some things now going
on to dynamic, emergent and developing
budget of the University.
"This underlines the significance of the possibilities. The challenge is ours as a
University Priorities Project," Bernhard
University community, and we must meet it
said. "It is the most important thing we're
frankly and courageously."

Plans announced to improve 'sense of unity'
The University will move in several
directions to improve "our sense of campus unity," President John T. Bernhard
announced Tuesday in his "State of the
University" address.
The actions stem from a series of conferences after the University's Diamond
Jubilee celebration and recommendations
of an ad hoc Faculty Senate committee on
unification.
The plans announced by the President
Tuesday included:
-The establishment of an annual" Jim
Miller'Day" for campus beautification and
cleanup, by enlisting the support of faculty
members, staff members and students.
-The
creation of a special "Silver

Faculty Senate to meet
7 p.m. tonight in Trimpe
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Club" to honor all faculty and staff
members who have served the University
for at least 25 years, including a dinner in
their honor and the award of an attractive
gift to each person. In addition, the
University will honor separately persons
for 15and 20 years service.
-The improvement of media coverage
of faculty and staff members, in Western
News and other publications, throughhuman interest features and pictures and
by other means.
-The development of a more ambitious
orientation program, featuring an updated
slide presentation on the University (among
other elements), and especially encouraging
the attendance of new faculty and staff
members, Bernhard said.

Salary increase of 8 percent announced for
CIT, PIA and U police, from Last July 1
President John T. Bernhard, in his
"State of the University" address Tuesday,
announced an across-the-board salary increase of 8 percent for all clerical/technical,
professional/administrative
(classified and unclassified) and University
Police employees for 1981-82, effective July I, 1981.
New rates of pay will be reflected in
checks issued Oct. 6. Retroactivity checks
will be issued Oct. 20, covering the period
of July I to Sept. 14. The new rate is the
same as the salary increase authorized for
all employees.
"(These employees) are definitely an important part of the University family,"

The Faculty Senate will meet at 7 p.m.
tonight in 1008 Trimpe Distributive Education Building and will hear three reports
and recommendations from councils and a
committee.
Action is scheduled to be taken on the
following items: Graduate Study Council
recommendations revising the policy on admissions of faculty and staff to graduate
programs; a report and recommendations
by the Ad Hoc Committee on Academic
Budget Reductions; and a report and
recommendations by the Ad Hoc Committee on Capping Enrollments.

The fall business and social meeting of
the Administrative Professional Association will begin with a cash bar at 5 p.m.
Wednesday in the Willow Lake Clubhouse
at Parkview Hills.
A business meeting will begin at 5:30
p.m. and a buffet dinner, at $3.50 per
member, will be at 6:30 p.m. The total cost
of the meal is $7; the association is contributing $3.50 per member. Guests pay $7.

Bernhard declared, "and, despite our very
difficult dollar constraints, we must carve
out all that we can to reward your loyal and
competent service, and to meet-at least
partially-some
of the ravages of inflation."
Bernhard noted that, due to continuing
inflationary pressures, all salary money has
been assigned to an across-the-board increase this year. "However," he said, "this
action does not mean that the merit principle has been abandoned. On the contrary,
we are planning on a merit factor for the
long-range salary program which should be
ready for implementation in the 1982-83
fiscal year."
Retroactivity of this year's salary increase will be assigned to all staff members
who were on the payroll as of June 30,
1981, and were still on the payroll (as of
Sept. 18, 1981), Bernhard said.
"I regret keenly that we do not have the
resources available to provide additional
compensation, but I sincerely hope that the
8-percent increase for this year will be of
some satisfaction to you," Bernhard said.

Change in 'Open Office
Hours' schedule announced

.

AP A meeting Wednesday

Bernhard told his audience in Shaw
Theatre Tuesday that he has informed
Gov. Milliken of "my sincere fear that
Western is nearing the bottom of its fiscal
barrel." Western sustained an actual
reduction in its 1980-81 state appropriation
of 6 percent, the first time Western received
less than in the previous year since the
Great Depression.
Bernhard noted what he called "a glimmer of hope" in the Governor~s Sept. 17
message on the state's economy, in which
Milliken endorsed the Michigan highereducation system as "the key to the
future."
•
"However, our problem is not fundamentally financial," Bernhard asserted.
"It is fundamentally philosophical. Of
course, we shall cope with our present
fiscal crisis, but larger issues are at stake.
"A society buys what it wants," he continued. "Right now our society appears
confused about its priorities for the future.
. . As educators, it is imperative that we
take a more assertive role in informing our
fellow citizens of the peril facing higher
education.
"In that way, we shall help to forge a
new consensus on future priorities-a consensus which will give our colleges and
universities the support they desperately require. "

UCCS ORIENTATION-All
non-bargaining unit employees of the Univesity except
academic deans and department chairpersons have been asked by the Personnel Department to participate in orientation sessions on the University Classification and Compensation Study (UCCS) being launched this month. Participants view a tape/slide presentation
and hear comments from Stanley W. Kelley, left, director of employee relations and personnel, and Barbara S. Liggett, right, manager of personnel services and UCCS project
director. Shown with them after a session last week, beginning second from left, are John
W. Green, grants and contracts; Richard Redden, 'minority student services; and Wanda
Hagan, placement services. Remaining orientation sessions are 10:15 to 11:45 a.m. and
2:15 to 3:45 p.m. today and 10:15 to 11:45 a.m. Friday. (Western News photo)

The "Open Office Hours" sessions of
President John T. Bernhard for Thursday,
Oct. 8, and Thursday, Nov. 12, have been
rescheduled to Wednesday, Oct. 7~ and
Tuesday, Nov. 17, respectively.
The time, from 2 to 4 p.m. each day, remains the same. "Open Office Hours" are
open to students, faculty members and
staff members. Visits are limited to about
10 minutes, depending on how many persons are waiting.
No appointment is needed and no one
else is present. Bernhard began the sessions
in the fall of 1979 as one means of broadening channels of communication on the
campus.
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Mentor /Mentee Program registers 50 minority frosh
The new Mentor/Mentee Program at. Western Michigan
Univeriity has registered 50 incoming freshmen minority students
and has enlisted 50 faculty and administration members who will
help the students adjust to college life and thus reduce the number
of dropouts, according to Griselda Gordon, acting assistant to the
vice president for academic affairs and director of special programs at WMU.
She cited a minority-retention report last March by E. Jack
Asher Jr., director of institutional research, noting that about twothirds of the minority students who enter the University· leave
within the first two years.
"This program underscores the importance we attach to addressing the concerns and meeting the needs of minority students
here at Western," said Elwood B. (Woody) Ehrle, vice president
for academic affairs. "The Mentor/Mentee Program is one crucial
step in that ongoing process. ".
"This program," Gordon said, "is intended to provide personal growth and academic success for minority students through
faculty and staff interaction with these students."
She observed that a "significant number .of minority students
leave the University in their first year." She pointed out that an
important factor in retention of these students is assumed to be in
the attitude that faculty, administrators and staff have toward the
students.
"I am quite pleased with the response so far from faculty and
administration members," she noted, adding that their comments
include "Hooray for the program" and "It's a good idea."
She said minority students can register for the program
anytime and they can meet with their mentors by mutual arrangement as often as they choose.
A basic 'purpose of this program; Gordon said, is to get faculty
and administrators more involved with the students, a factor most
often cited by dropout students as very important in their decisions
to leave the University.
She said Asher's report showed that these students "too often
perceive us as wardens in a prison or disciplinarians in our offices
and classrooms." The mentor program is intended to "provide
personal growth and academic success for minority students
through more faculty and staff interaction" with them.
Program goals are: (1) To facilitate personal development and

MENTOR/MENTEE FIRST MEETING-Among those who attended the first meeting of the new Mentor/Mentee Program last
Monday were, from the left, Griselda Gordon, acting assistant to
the vice president for academic affairs, and director of special programs; Tonya A. Baggett, an Inkster freshman mentee; Robert H.
Anderson, chemistry, Baggett's mentor; and Robert Bobb,
Kalamazoo city manager. (W.estern News photo).
academic success. (2) To assist students in bridging the transition
from dependence on others, such as parents, to independence and
self-sufficiency. (3) To assist the students to achieve maximum
benefit from the higher-education experience.
Mentor /Mentee Program board members are Milton J.
Brawer, sociology; Edith. W. Coleman, Counseling Center;
Charles Davis Jr., .electrical engineering; Marcia Mascolini,
business education and administrative services; and Shirley A.
Turner, assistant director, Placement Services.

CEO program to give students academic help
A three-phase program to help students
learn to write papers for various courses,
get tutorial assistance for troublesome
classes and learn how to study effectively is
available free through the Center for
Educational Opportunity (CEO).
.
Faculty, counselors and advisors may
refer students to the CEO by completing a
small blue card which the student is to
deliver to the CEO in 3600 Dunbar Hall

between 7:45 a.m. and 4:45 p.m.
weekdays.
The program is more beneficial if a student enrolls early in the semester for a
minimum of three hours a week. Reports
summarizing each student's work will be
sent to referring faculty at the end of the
semester.
More information about the CEO is
available by calling 3-8122.

Fall semester staff class
in exercise to start

Two frosh women receive
National Merit awards

The Campus Recreational Activities
(CRA) office has announced a free noon
hour faculty/staff fall semester exercise
class beginning Oct. 12 in the wrestling
room of Gary Center. Debbie Hunt, in!ercollegiate athletics, will lead the program at
noon each Monday, Wednesday and Friday in a variety of exercises and fitness activities.
Those who wish to take part should
report on Oct. 12 dressed for participation.
Lockers may be checked out from the
equipment room in the men's and women's
locker room area in Gary Center. For more
information, those unable to attend the
first meeting may call the CRA at 3-0440.
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Freshmen Valerie A. Roblyer of
Traverse City and Ranee S. Meyers of Ann
Arbor have received four-year National
Merit Scholarships for 1981-82.
To qualify the students had to score high
on a test administered by American College
Testing (ACT) service and indicate Western
as their first choice from a list of four-year,
regionally-accredited colleges and universities.
Roblyer is an occupational therapy major and Meyers is·a graphics management
major. Western currently has six National'
Merit Scholarship students enrolled.

Set Oct. 9 deadline for
student teaching forms
Students interested in student teaching
during the winter, 1982, semester must submit applications by Friday, Oct. 9.
A required personal interview will follow
a student's submission of an application
according to Virginia Sorenson, director of
professional field experiences, Depar,tment
of Education and Professional Development. Possible placements will be discussed
at 1 and 2 p.m. Monday, Oct. 19, during
meetings with University coordinators.
Applications for student teaching may be
obtained in the professional field experiences offices at 2504 Sangren Hall.

Louis Junker, 54, dead;
joined faculty in 1961
Louis J. Junker"
economics,
died
Tuesday of an apparent heart attack at
the age of 54. He had
been a member of the
. faculty since 1961,
having
previously
taught at Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y.
and the University of
Connecticut.
Junker graduated Junker
from the University
of Denver, received an M.A. degree from
the University of Connecticut and a Ph.D,
from the University of Wisconsin. In 1968,
he spent the year doing economic research
in India and helping plan an economic
development at Bangalore University.
The author of numerous articles published in economics journals, in 1978
Junker wrote a new introduction to "The
Theory of Economic Progress" by C. E.
Ayres, a friend who had been a University
of Texas faculty member.
Junker received a Fulbright research
fellowship in 1962 to study in India, a National Science Foundation grant in 1967 to
go to Guatemala, and had made research
trips to the Netherlands and the British Indian Ocean island of Mauritius in the
1970s.
He lectured frequently on food and had
taught a course on "The Political Economy
of Food and Nutrition.
In 1980, Junker was honored with an
Alumni Teaching Excellence Award.
He is survived by his wife, Frances J.,
three children, Nanette L., Louis H. and
James M., all of Kalainazoo, and his
mother, Ann C. Junker of Roselle Park,
N.J.
Arrangements are being handled by
Langeland Memorial Chapel, Kalamazoo.
A memorial service; conducted by the Rev.
Roger Greeley, will be at 2 p.m. today in
the People's Church, 1758 N. 10th St., in
Oshtemo.
Memorials may be made to the
Kalamazoo County Juvenile Home Health
and Nutrition Program or the Hippocrates
Health Institute, Rt. I, Union City.
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CWS workshop is Friday
Social workers, nurses, counselors
psychologists and others in human servic~
agencies are offered a workshop on
"Career Change for Human Service
Employees" from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday
inm 157Student Center.

WE'RE NO. I-Deborah R. Boyer, a Tustin freshman and resident of Hoekje Hall,left,
and James R. Dean, manager of food services, are shown discussing the varied menu
Western students in residence halls are offered. The National Association of College and
University Food Services has presented the food services and Dean with the "Menu Idea
Exchange Award" in "recognition of the outstanding .•. menu selected by judges" of the
association, the first place award in the residence hall dining category, at the association's
annual meeting. Dean and his staff of more than 600 feed many of the 6,400 students who
live in University residence halls. Western is one of 500 colleges and universities participating in the association. (Western News photo).
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_

The listing below is currently being
posted by the University person~el department for regular full-time or part-time
employees. Applicants should submit a Job
Opportunities
Application during the
posting period.
HA to HD clerical positions are not required to be posted. Interested University
employees may register in the personnel office for assistance in securing these positions.
(R) 81-697, Secretary senior, HF, Health
Center, 9/28 to 10/2/81.
(R) 81-698, Chemical stores supervisor,
HJ, Chemistry, 9/28 to 10/2/81.
(R) 81-705, Secretary senior, HF,
Libraries, 9/28 to 10/2/81.
(R) 81-706, Library asst. II, HE,
Libraries, 9/28 to 10/2/81.
(R) 81-707, Secretary senior, HF (parttime), Inst. of Public Affairs, 9/28 to
10/2/81.
(R) 81-708, Computer operator I, HH,
Data Processing, 9/28 to 10/2/81.
(R) 81-709, A,ccount clerk III, HE,
Grants & Contracts, 9/29 to 10/2181.
(R) 81-712, Secretary II, HE, Financial
Aid, 9/28 to 10/2/81.
(R) Replacement
WMU is an EEO/ AA Employer.

CONTRACT NEGOTIATORS-Shown
at the signing of threeyear contract between the AAUP and the University last week were
members of negotiating teams from both parties. From the left,
seated, are Ralph N. Miller, English, president of the AAUp,
chapter; James D. Semelroth, modern and classical languages,
AAUP chief negotiator; Dinah J. Rank, the University chief
negotiator and director of collective bargaining; and Kenneth M.
Smythe, University attorney. Standing are George S. Miller,
education and professional development, Shirley Woodworth,

communication arts and sciences, and Michael E. McCarville,
chemistry, also AAUP negotiators; and Robert Boughner, assistant dean of applied sciences, Robert M. Beam, director of
budgets and financial planning and assistant treasurer of the
Board of Trustees, L. Michael Moskovis, assistant vice president
'for academic affairs, Joseph Eisenbach, chairperson of special
education, and John E. Nangle, associate director of institutional
research. Each of the negotiators signed all 12 copies of the threeyear contract, which was effective Sept. 24. (Western News photo)

Noted Catholic educator Hans Kung speaks Oct. 5, 6
Theologian Hans Kung of the University
of Tubingen in West Germany, will conduct two seminars and give a public lecture

'Thursday Night Live' in
Garneau lounge is tonight
"How Do You Spell Relief?-Coping
With Stress" is the subject of the second
free program in the. "Thursday Night
Live" series for Wester~ Michigan University students, faculty and staff at 6:30 p.m.
tonight in Garneau Hall lounge.
The speaker will be Mary Lewis, a
Kalamazoo clinical psychologist and an instructor in the Psychological Service Component of the Department of Psychology.
She has an M.A. degree from WMU and
has taught stress classes previously.
The programs are sponsored by the
Residence Hall Alcohol Education Committee and the Office of Residence Hall
Programs.

when he visits the campus Monday and
Tuesday as a WMU Foundation Fellow.
At 3:30 p.m. Monday, he will take part
in a seminar for faculty, staff and students
on "Religion and the Challenge of World
Humanisms" in 3760 Knauss Hall, and
7:30 p.m. Monday he will present a free,
publfc lecture on "Science and the Problem
of God," in Shaw Theatre.
From 10 to 11:30 a.m. Tuesday in 1610
McCracken Hall, Kung will conduct a
seminar on "Christianity
and the
Challenge of the World Religions."
Currently teaching this fall at the University of Chicago Divinity School, he has the
title of professor of Dogmatic and
Ecumenical Theology and director of the
Institute for Ecumenical Research at Tubingen. Recently, Kung lost his sanction to
teach official Catholic doctrine since being
censured by Pope John Paul II for his
liberal views. He still is a Catholic priest
and a member of the church, however.

Educated in Lucerne, Switzerland, and
in Rome and Paris, he has received
honorary degrees from several European
and' American universities. Kung is the
author. of 27 books and more than 200 articles, including two popular books, "On
Being Christian" and "Does God Exist?"
Kung was appointed by Pope John XXIII as an official theological advisor to the
Second Vatican Council. He is co-founder
of the international theological review,
"Concilium," which he edits.
It has published several articles written
by Rudolf J. Siebert, religion, and through
whose efforts Kung is visiting the University. Siebert, who also is director of the
Center for Humanistic Future Studies,
visited Kung in West Germany earlier this
year.

Faculty, students may get
statistical consulting aid
Statistical consulting. assistance
is
available to faculty and students through
the University)
Statistical Laboratory
(STAT LAB) in 3306 Everett Tower, open
daily from I :30 to 4:30 p.m. this fall.
Those. who wish more information may
contact Jan DuBien in 5504 Everett Tower
or call the Department of Mathematics
Department-3-6165.
Its purpose is to provide consulting service and supervised training for students'
enrolled in statistics programs.

Senate

WHERE HE FOUND IT-Thomas L. Herring, left, a Westland freshman, is shown
pointing to where he found an unmarked envelope containing 5390 that Peerapat 800ncharoen, a freshman from Bangkok, Thailand dropped while doing laundry in Draper
Hall. Herring turned the money over to his residence hall director who called University
police. The money was claimed four hours later by the very grateful Thailand student,
who finally met Herring to thank him for the return of the cash needed for 8ooncharoen's
college education. (Western News photo).
'

_

The Research Policies Council of the
Faculty Senate will meet at 3 p.m. today in
Conference Room A of the Seibert AdministratIon Building.
Action is scheduled to be taken on word
changes in the travel policy and the question of on-line computer search.
Information items will include a charge
to the Institutional Review Board to rewrite
the Human Subjects Policy in line with
federal guidelines and the extension of
reporting deadlines for the post Evaluation
Committee.
In addition there will be discussion of a
proposal for a joint Research Policies
Council and Graduate Studies Council
committee; of a University response to
citizen complaints concerning student
research; and of Executive Committee and
Trustees talks on research.

Four students to model in
handicapped fashion show
Four handicapped students and nine persons from Kalamazoo and Portage will
model fashions during the free public "A
Fashion Special" from 2 to 4 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 3, in the Coover Center at 918
Jasper in Kalamazoo.
The event recognizes the International
Year of Disabled Persons.
The Center for Human Services, the
Handicapper Student Services, and the
Departments of Home Economics, Occupational Therapy and Special Education
are sponsoring the event.
Entertainment will be provided by two
handicapped students and a Kalamazoo
area resident.
Kristeen
Hughes,
a
sophomore music major from Constantine,
will sing and Peg McCourry, a senior from
St. Clair Shores majoring in occupational
therapy, will perform a "Mime."
Students who will model are Randy Zarza, a Detroit freshman; Barbara Zarza, a
freshman from Houghton; Constance
Alexander, a Kalamazoo graduate student;
and Joe Estkowski, a junior from St.
Joseph. In addition, Christy Oostveen, a
PO,rtage elementary school student who
was the Kalamazoo County March of
Dimes Poster Child from 1979 to 1981,
-also will be a model.

Film on death and life
to be 'shown Monday

The Kalamazoo Area Council for the
Humanities (KACH) will give a free, public
showing of the film "Whose Life Is It
Anyway?" followed by a panel discussion
at 7 p:m. Monday in 2750 Knauss Hall.
The one-hour film version of the Broadway play, "Whose Life Is It Anyway?" examines the dilemma between death and a
life of total dependency upon medical
technology.
After its showing, the film will be
discussed by Shirley Bach, natural science;
Wade Robison,
Kalamazoo
College
philosophy; Dennis A. Jewett, Kalamazoo
physician; and Judge Charles Pratt. A
social hour will follow the discussion.
KACH is funded by the Michigan Council
for the Humanities under the sponsorship
of the Kalamazoo Council of College
Presidents.
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'In every sense you should be proud of Western,' Bernhard says
.- We enjoyed impressive success last year in accreditation.
For example, our College of Business programs (undergraduate and M.B.A.) received
a full blessing--with
commendation--from
the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. Dean Darrell Jones and his colleagues are
certainly to be commended for this splendid
outcome.

THE STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY
John T. Bernhard
September 29, 1981
Introduction
Again we meet at the beginning of a new academic
year--one fraught with both promise and peril. Also
once again, I want to express my gratitude to each of
you in the University community for your dedicated
service to and loyal support for Western. Thanks to
all of you, our University remains a high quality institution--an achievement made possible by a fine
faculty and staff, with the encouraging support of our
students.

In addition, our supreme and most important
success came when the North Central Association
team visited our campus--to inspect the entire
University--and recommended continuing accreditation for another 10 years.
Final action will
occur in October when the NCA Assembly is expected to approve the team1s recommendations. As
you know, in the life of a university this comprehensive accreditation--from a recognized regional
association--is the most significant endorsement
that can be obtained.
The final report will
undoubtedly touch on some of our "warts, but in
general it will be overwhelmingly favorable. All
of you in the University community deserve warm
praise for this happy result.
Without your
cooperative and competent support, Western mjght
not have achieved success. I would also like to
acknowledge with gr·atitude the fine work of Dr.
A. L. (Mike) Sebaly who coordinated our preparations for accreditation.

Where Are We?
As Abraham Lincoln once suggested, before we move
into the future we must first know where we are.
Therefore, let us take stock of Western's continuing
evolution.
Looking over the past year, allow me to
enumerate just a few of our accomplishments as a University community: --

II

- With the active involvement of the faculty,
WESTOPS (Western's Office of Public Service), the
Intellectual Skills Development Program, and the
Faculty Development Program have been securely
set in place and reinforced as valuable adjuncts
of the University.

In the capital outlay area, I am very pleased to
announce that groundbreak~ng for our University
Business Development Center (a key component of
the "Partners in Progress" Campaign) will take
place next month,· on October 23. Furthermore,
our new Music and Dance building is moving ahead
satisfactorily on its own construction schedule.
It is an impressive edifice, and we are planning
appropriate dedication ceremonies ~ext year. The
building should be ready for occupancy by faculty
and students in the fall of 1982.

- With the substantial contribution of the Faculty
Senate, our International Education spectrum has
been clarified and strengthened.
To that end,
Dean Norman Greenberg of the College of General
Studies, has recently been appointed Dean of
International Education.
- Following a series of conferences, begun after
our successful Diamond Jubilee celebration and
culminating in a Faculty Senate ad hoc committee
report on campus unification, we
moving in
these directions to improve our sense of campus
unity:--

- The WMU Foundation Fellows program was a distinguished success last year. We were graced by the
wit and wi-sdom of Kenneth Boulding and NobelLaureate Herbert Simon. As you know, we are now
looking forward to the imminent visit of Hans
Kung. Certainly, all of us are indebted to Dr.
James Bosco and his colleagues on the Visiting
Scholars Committee for their astute management of
this important program--and also to the WMU Foundation for its valuable support.

are

1.

The establishment of an annual "Jim Miller
Day" for campus beautification and cleanup,
by enlisting the support of faculty, students and staff.

2.

The creation of a special "Silver Club" to
honor all faculty and staff who have served
the University for at least 25 years. We
shall hold a dinner in their honor, and
award an attractive gift to each. In addition, we sha~l plan to honor separately the
15 year and 20 year "veterans" in our community.

3.

The improvement of the media coverage of
faculty and staff, in the Western News and
other publications, through human interest
features, pictures, etc.

4.

The development of a more ambitious orientation program, featuring an updated slide
presentation on WMU (among other elements),
and especially encouraging the attendance of
new faculty and staff.

- We have completed external evaluations of the
University Library operations, our data management systems, and also Information Services. We
have obtained several excellent recommendations
for improved operations in each area, and are now
moving ahead to implement those which seem most
feasible.

- We completed a successful pilot job reclassification project, in Physical Plant and Student
Services,
during 1980-81.
Acting upon that
experience, we are now moving into a badly-needed
reclassification
of all non-bargaining
unit
personnel on campus.
Your assistance will be
essential for the satisfactory completion of this
challenging project.
We will be working hard
during 1981-82 to finish the total reclas'sification, and then will develop a new salary implementation plan based on the new system.

I

Finally, we have made substantial progress in
achieving official approval of our Affirmative
Action Plan from the U.S . Department of Labor.
With the necessary technical' amendments, we
anticipate formal approval from Washington, D.C.
in the not too distant future.
Thanks to the
hard, dedicated work of Jewell Street and those
who have assisted her, our long ordeal to gain
federal approval is almost over. However, even
wl1en formal endorsement is received, we cannot
relax. Much more needs to be done--on all levels-before Western can be considered truly affirmative.
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Of course, these are only a few examples of the
many progressive developments of last year. But perhaps they are enough to give us a glimpse of the exciting and dynamic movement of our University:
Challenges of the University
Our Financial Condition
A year ago, in my State of the University address, I made the following comment:
"Western is clearly facing financial pressure
and we must recognize and understand th~t fact
of life.
Therefore, we must plan on that
basis if we are to remain a high caliber
institution. Further, I am convinced,that our
financial crisis is both imminent and indefinite in duration."
Unfortunately, there has been little change in
the situation over the past 12 months. The Governor
and the Legislature are still struggling with a yearend deficit of approximately $135 million. Because of
the constitutional mandate to balance the State's
budget, we realize that higher education will be
smitten once again by an Executive Order reduction in
our appropriations for this year. I might add here
parenthetically that information I received just this
afternoon from Lansing indicates that there is substantial agreement now on a three percent cut across the
board in all appropriations for higher education.
Another blow may strike us during 1981-82 if some form
of pz:,opertytax reduction is finally approved by the
Legislature and the Governor. At this stage, however,
we find it impossible to pinpoint exactly the magnitude
of these expected cuts. Nonetheless, in an effort to
continue the prudent and orderly management of our affairs, we have provided for a 4% reduction this year in
our appropriations level. My only hope is that our mandated cuts will ,not exceed that 4%! Of course, this
situation means 'that we must live within a very tight
operating budget for 1981-82.
To emphasize the fact that this problem is statewide in nature, permit me' to quote the following from
the September 23 statement of the Presidents, Council
of State Colleges and Universities:-In the last two years, state support, adjusted for inflation, has dropped sharply. We
recognize the difficult situation facing the
State of Michigan, but it is our obligation to
point out that Michigan's public higher education system may be approaching a final crisis.
Without improved budgetary support for higher
education, our capacity to serve Michigan's
citizens and to lay the foundation for the
state's future growth is in jeopardy.
II

Colleges and universities safeguard the important values of teaching, of research, of
service to society. These values have helped
the people of our state in both good times and
bad. As a group we are committed tp assisting
the State of Michigan, but we cannot continue
to do so effectively' while state funding
continues to be eroded.
In the last two
years, we have been forced to curtail many
services. Further budget cuts will result in
the dismantling of basic components of the
system. A structure which took over a century
to build is, in' some cases, moving toward a
struggle for real survival."
In keeping with the somber tone of this statement, I
communicated recently with Governor Milliken and informed him of my sincere fear that Western is nearing
the bottom of its fiscal barrel. I am sure that similar fears have been expressed to him by other presidents, concerning their particular institutions.
'
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Of course, all of us in the State Presidents
Council are aware of the tremendous pressures now
converging upon th~ Governor and the Legi?lature. Our
state economy remains sluggish, revenues are disappointing, and the full impact of drastic changes on
the federal scene is very uncertain and difficult to
assess.
Nonetheless, as presidents of the various
state institutions, we would be derelict in our duty
if we did not inform the citizens of Michigan of our
great concern for the future of quality higher education in the state. However, we do have a glimmer of
hope.
In his September 17, message on the economy,
Governor Milliken stated: -"We mus t take extreme care not to jeopardize
the basic infra-structure of the state, including the transportation network that is the
lifeline of our economy, and the university'
system that is the key to the future."
(Italics mine).
Clearly,
the Governor
recognizes
Michigan's
essential need for a high-quality university system.
I am sure that the Legislature joins with him in that
feeling.
But, driven by the iron law of necessity,
finance must loom large upon their horizon. Nevertheless, our problem is not fundamentally financial .. It
is fundamentally philosophical.
Of course, we shall
cope with our present fiscal crisis, but larger issues
are at stake. A society buys what it really wants.
Right now our society appears confused about its
priori ties for the future.
Indeed, at the present
time, no one has a crystal ball capable of giving us a
clear view. As educators, it is imperative that we
take a, more aS$ertive role in informing our fellow
citizens of the peril facing higher education.
In
that way, we shall help to forge a new public consensus on future priorities--a consensus which will give
our colleges and universities the support they desperately require.
We must avoid a defensive posture
whereby we try to minimize our injuries, but fail to
prepare .adequately for a challenging future.
Perhaps we should take our lead from the inspirational language of the current "Mindpower" Campaign:-"Never befor~ has the nation had a greater
need for educated minds to help solve problems
of energy, the economy, equal rights, employment, and the environment.
Higher education
must be a higher priority
because
educated
people solve problems."

I

I maintain that we need to stand back, evaluate
ourselves objectively, understand the limitations of
today's world, and then concentrate our resources on
those programs that we do well and which satisfy
social demand. In a meeting in Kalamazoo last spring,
President Harold Shapiro of the University of Michigan
addressed this issue by pointing out that today's university must make major priority decisions and thus
recognize once and for all that it cannot possibly
deal effectively with the whole spectrum of worthwhile
programs. He commented further:-"0ur most critical set of decisions in the
years ahead is to decide which subset of
socially useful activities we can address ....
wi th some special authority. We have to try
to focus our resources in those areas where we '
can make notable contributions and to allow
our colleagues elsewhere to make their distinctive contributions as well."
President Shapiro's significant comment underlines the great importance of our own University Priorities Project.
In my judgment, it is essential that·
this project succeed.
With your cooperation and
understanding it will, but implementation will be
difficult.
Reallocation strategy will compel us to
make substantial resource shifts from some things now
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going on to dynamic, emergent and developing possibilities. The challenge is ours as a University community, and we must meet it frankly and courageously.
Though seemingly ludicrous in light of our serious financial situation, permit me now to say a few
words regarding compensation for 1981-82.
As you
know, the University recently concluded a three-year
agreement with the WHU Chapter of AAUP. Though not a
perfect document, of course, it represents nonetheless
a fair and reasonable settlement; and once again I
would like to commend the diligent work' of both bargaining teams, and especially the fine mediation efforts
of Mr. Howard Case.
with regard to all Clerical/Technical, Professional/Administrative
(Classified and Unclassified),
and University Police staff, I am pleased to announce
that effective July 1, 1981, there will be an 8%
across-the-board salary increase for 1981-82. Retroactivity will be assigned to all staff who were on the
payroll as of June 30, 1981 and are still on the payroll (as of September 18, 1981). I should point out
that due to continuing inflationary pressures, all
salary money has been assigned to an across-the-board
increase this year. However, this action does not
mean that the merit principle has been abandoned. On
the contrary, we are planning on a merit factor for
the long-range salary program which should be ready
for implementation in the 1982-83 fiscal year.
Earlier I suggested that any reference to compensation may seem ludicrous, but I do not believe such a
perception has any validity whatsoever.
CIT, PIA and
Police staff are definitely an important part 'of the
University family, and despite our very difficult
dollar constraints we must carve out all that we can
to reward your loyal and competent service, and to
meet--at least partially--some
of the ravages of
inflation.
I regret keenly that we do not have the
resources available to provide additional compensation,
but I.sincerely hope that the 8% increase for this year
will be of some satisfaction to you.
Enrollment and Retention
As you know, our headcount enrollment this term
was 20,269 students, a decline of 2% from last fall.
Of course, this modest slippage comes as no real surprise. The number of 18 to 22 year olds in our state
has already peaked and will decline over the next 15
years. In 1980, the Michigan total in that age group
was 921,000.
This figure will drop to 906,000 by
1985, and then to 740,000 persons by 1995.
We must continue our efforts in the recruitment
of new students, without adulterating our standards.
During this year, we will reorganize the Admissions
Office to make our recruitment campaign even more
effective.
Of course, all of us--faculty and staff
alike--need to contribute in this area and should make
every effort to reach out and attract new students. As
I have said before, I am convinced that many of the
assets and strengths of Western are simply not known
by many persons--young and older--searching for just
the "right" university. Our Admissions Office should
lead, but we are all representatives of and recruiters
for Western, and we are all beneficiaries of success
in that effort.
In the area of student retention, I am pleased to
note that our new Intellectual Skills and Mentor/
Mentee programs are now underway, and I expect them to
become positive factors in our persistent effort to
reduce the student attrition rate. Your assistance
in these campus-wide challenges will certainly be
appreciated.
In our
contacts with students, we
should be sensitive always to our power to influence,
assist, guide and encourage.
that

A recent student needs assessment clearly shows
feelings of loneliness and alienation afflict

many of the young people on our campus. Unfortunately, the size and complexity of our University make it
difficult for some students to adjust satisfactorily
to their new environment. We--as faculty and staff-should do everything we can to assist them in their
adjustment. We need to help all our students enjoy a
positive experience at Western.
This is a responsibility, I submit, we share equally.
Of course, creating an equation for future enrollment trends is a completely frustrating exercise. The
variables in this equation are bewilderi~g, to say the
least:--future demands for educated labor; anticipated
trends in the enrollment, of older adults, women and
minorities, economic change and development; change in
government policy (student financial aid, etc.); the
continuation of inflation; the expected flow of transfer students; the enrollment patterns of international
students; and so forth. Nonetheless, while we cannot
predict the future with certainty, we should assume a
downturn in enrollme~t and act accordingly.
It would
be prudent to do so. In any event, we must increase
our efforts in both student recruitment and retention,
and not waste valuable time wringing our hands.
Fund Raising
I am delighted now to call your attention to the
encouraging news from of our "Partners in Progress"
capital campaign.
As of this date, we have acquired
over $5 million in cash and pledges, thus moving ever
closer to our goal of' $6.8 million.
This is an exceptional achievement in the face of a faltering economy. But, thanks to the support and encouragement of
Western1s'many alumni, friends, and faculty and staff,
we have made very commendable progress, and look forward to a successful outcome. I sincerely hope that
Western will always be deserving of such f~ne support.
I am deeply appreciative of the dedicated direction provided by our, general campaign chairman, Mr,.
James Duncan, and other interested community leaders.
In addition, I am grateful for the diligent efforts of
our Development staff, operating under the able leadership of Russell Gabier. But you should know that your
contribution to "Partners in Progress"--as faculty and
staff (inclUding our honored emeriti)--has been truly
outstanding, and has helped set a favorable tone for
the entire campaign. Starting out with a target goal
of $200,000 you have actually exceeded that by far,
and are now moving closer to the $400,000 level. A
remarkable expression of faith on your part pn the
future of our University!
CONCLUSION
Despite the financial crisis we face, and the
somber attention I must pay to it, I am optimistic
about our future. Thanks to all of you in the University community and to our friends everywhere, Western r~mains strong, dynamic and hopeful.
Exciting
things are happening, and will continue to happen.
Our University is certainly not a dull or mediocre
place! In 'every sense you should be proud of Western.
To give you a measur.e of my abundant optimism,
let me close with these stirring words uttered 35
years ago by Jqhn Masefield, former British poet
laureate:
In these days of broken frontiers and collapsing values, when the dams are down and the
floods are making misery, when every future
looks somewhat grim and every ancient foothold
has become something of a quagmire, wherever a
University
stands,
it stands and shines;
wherever it exists, the, free minds of men,
urged on to full and fair inquiry, may still
bring wisdom into human affairs.
(Italics
mine.)
II

II

Thank you very much and best wishes
ductive year.

for a pro-
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'SNOW FUN-Above photo of a student
walking past the historic site plaque in
front of Seibert Administration Building
last winter is the one by Rankin selected for
the UPAA traveling exhibit. (Western
News photo)

French Horn Fandango to be given Sunday
The annual French Horn Fandango, cosponsored by Michigan colleges and
universities, will be hosted at II a.m. Sunday by the School of Music in 2750 Knauss
Hall.
Neill Sanders, music, is coordinating activities to coincide with a visit here by
British horn player Hor James. There is a
$4 registration fee.
Highlights of the Fandango include a
clinic-concert by James, private lessons for
horn students, a "Horn Student of the
Year" competition for high school and
university levels judged by the Grand
Rapids Symphony horn section, and a final
concert featuring James, the Honors High
School Horn Choir and the combined

University horn choir at 7:30 p.m. in
Oakland Recital Hall.
.
Admission to the concert will be $2 at the
door and $1 for students and senior
citizens.

Pleezer's Restaurant sets
new hours of operation
New hours of operation have been announced for the fall and winter semesters
for Pleezer's Restaurant in the University
Student Center. The restaurant is open
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday, closed Saturday, and open from 4 to
10 p.m. Sunday.

Notes

•

Albert E. Castell III, history, wrote two
articles on Winfield Scott in American
History Illustrated.
Ben C. Wilson, Black Americana
Studies, wrote an article, "Idlewild, Mich.,
1912-1930" published in the Michigan
History Magazine.
Rudolf Siebert, religion, authored an ar~
ticle, "The Church of the Future-The
Church from Below: Kung and Metz," in
Cross Currents.
Paul Yelsma, communication arts and
sciences, gave a paper, "Male and Female
Predisposition to Conflict Management:
Cross Cultural Comparisons," at the International Communication Association con-

seven

Five staff training seminars begin Tuesday

Rankin photo selected for
national touring exhibit
A photograph by
Neil Rankin, University photographer,
was selected by the
University Photographers' Association
of America (UP AA)
as one of 32 to be
shown in the associa- .
tion's annual traveling exhibition.
.
More than, 200
prints
were sub- Rankin
mitted by college
and university photographers from the
United States and Canada. Rankin was one
of only 19 photographers who earned the
honor at the UPAA's annual symposium
this summer.
A 1978 graduate of Northern Michigan
University, Rankin has been University
photographer here since then.
The UPAA exhibit will visit Western
from AprilS to 16.
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in a workshop on medieval drama at Staunton, Va., as a staff member.
Ralph K. Steinhaus, chemistry, gave a
technical paper at the American Chemical
Society national meeting in New York City.
Paul C. Friday, sociology, co-authored
an article, "Referral and Selection Criteria
in Diversion,"
an analysis of the
Kalamazoo Citizen Probation Authority,
published in the British Journal of
Criminology.
George G. Mallinson, education and
science education, participated in the
American Association of Workers for
the Blind (AAWB) international conference in Toronto, Canada, in his position
as chairman of the Publications Board of
the AAWB. .During the conference he
presented the C. Warren Bledsoe Award to
Richard L. Welsh and Bruce B. Blasch,
Western alumni, for their publication,
"Foundation of Orientation and Mobility."
Ronald Chase, geology, gave two
technical papers at the Penrose Conference
on the significance and petrogenisis of
mylonitic rocks.
Walter Brunhumer, history, reviewed the

The University Staff Training Office wlll
present five seminars, beginning Tuesday,
for University employees and students.
At 8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Tuesday in
157 University Student Center, Gary L.
Belleville, director, Student Employment
Referral Service, will present a seminar,
"Effective Student Employment, Part II."
It will include a discussion on motivating
student employees, monitoring work, setting realistic work schedules and goals,
reporting accidents and resolving discipline
problems.
A series of seminars titled "Equal
Employment
Opportunities/Affirmative
Action I, II and III" will be offered'at 8:30
a.m. next Thursday, and also Oct. 14 and
22 in 157 University Student Center.
This three-part program is .designed to
present an overview of the spirit and intent
of the current Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action laws and
regulations. The objective is not to study in
detail or analyze current federal laws and
regulations but rather to explore the basic
premises of the regulations and determine
how they can work for staff members. Persons may consult the staff Training

Jamal Trio in Whitfield
Scholarship benefit

At 8 p.m. next Thursday in Chenery
Auditorium, Kalamazoo,- the Chicagobased Ahmad Jamal Trio will present a
concert also featuring "Pieces of Dreams,"
a jazz quartet from the School of Music.
Proceeds will benefit the Gene Whitfield
Scholarship Fund, set up at the late singer's
request to help musicians in Western's jazz
program. Whitfield was a WMU employee.
General admission tickets at $7 are
available at Sunshine Submarine on South
Westnedge Avenue and at two locations of
Boogie Records; a limited number of $5
student tickets is available from the School
of Music in 109 Maybee Hall.

G. K. Kripalani, economics, presented
two seminars on "Green Revolation, Urbanization and Rural Poverty: A Simulation A~alysis for India," one to the planning commission in New Delhi to government economists and the other to a group
of
economists,
statisticians
and

On campus

Catalog for more information.
A seminar, "Data Processing I," will be
presented by A. Tom Sabel, manager of
systems analysis, data processing, at 9 a.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 13, in 157 University Student Center. It will be aimed at students
with a limited knowledge of computers and
will cover such topics as computer hardware, how a computer functions, central
processjng units, computer software and
operating systems.
Persons may use the registration form in
the back of the Staff Training Catalog or
call the Personnel Department at 3-1650.
Early registration is advised because pf
limited seating.

Career Day to attract
85 companies today
Representatives from 10 Kalamazoo area
firms and about 75 national companies and.
corporations will be represented at the annual Career Day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. today in the University Student Center east
ballroom.
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi professional business fraternity's chapter, the
event is free to students from Western,
Kalamazoo College, Nazareth College and
Kalamazoo Valley Community College as
well as area community college students.
Last year it attracted about 3,500 persons,
. mostly students, but the public also has
been invited.
Nick L. Lazaroff, a Battle Creek senior
majoring in industrial marketing and communications, is Career Day chairman.
The event has been a time of informal
recruiting and gaining insights on available
job opportunities and a learning experience
to aid students in planning their futures,
Lazaroff noted.

TEL-U383·1444
Info Center 383·0040

_

demographers at the Gokhale Institute of
Politics and Economics and the School of
Political Economy at Poona, India.
Lawrence Ziring, political science, wrote
an article, "Bureaucratic Politics and the
Fall of Ayub Khan" published in Asian Affairs.

_

J

Davidson

Falk

vention; it was co-authored with Charles T.
Brown, communication arts and sciences,
and Kuriakose Athappily, management.
Nancy A. Falk, religion, participated in
a panel on "Women's Roles in Religion"
at Central Michigan University.
Doris A. Smith and Shirley A. Lukens,
occupational therapy, were awarded grants
from the American Occupational Therapy
Foundation and the Center for Human Services of the College of Health and Human
Friday
Wilson
Services to support research on "Stress Effects of Isometric Contraction in Occupa- . book, "Lawyers in Early Modern Europe
tional Therapy."
and America," in the publication, History:
Clifford Davidson, English, participated
Review of New Books, Vol. 9, No.8.

HIS PRODUCT IS ENGINEERING STUDENTS-(From the left), Frank S. Scott,
industrial engineering, goes over a problem with Frank Martino, a senior in aviation
management from Dearborn Heights, after class. Although ~e has been here 25 years,
Scott still finds students and the classes he teaches "exciting." "Like a manufacturer, I
guess, I think of these students as 'products' to be presented to the market." His
knowledge and technical skills have taken him throughout the world-to Nigeria, Turkey,
VietNam, and six months in Egypt last year. He received bachelor's and master's degrees
from Purdue University, and a doctorate from Michigan State. (Western News photo).
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Briefs
Shirley Woodworth, communication arts
and sciences, will speak on "Male/Female
Communication" in a free, public lecture
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in 157 University Student Center. Her talk is the second in the
Sex and Sexuality lectures sponsored by the
Association for Women Students. She is
conducting
research into differences
between male and female reasoning patterns.
Mummenschanz, the critically acclaimed
Swiss mime and mask show, will appear at
8 p.m. Wednesday in Miller Auditorium as
part of the Patron's Choice Series.
The Department of Art will present a
free, public showing of the film "Japan:
The New Art" at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in
2302 Sangren Hall. Filmed in color in
Tokyo, Osaka and the neighboring coun.•tryside, it offers an illuminating look at
several of Japan's most adventurous and
intelligent young artists.
Film star Marlene Dietrich has the
leading role in the free University Film
Series' presentation of "The Scarlet Empress" at noon Wednesday in 2304 Sangren
Hall, and at 4:15,7 and 9:30 p.m. in 2750
Knauss Hall. Directed by Josef von Sternberg, the film tells the story of the rise to
power of Empress Catherine.
Bronco football fans can watch television highlights of the game with Bowling
Green there Saturday at noon Sunday on
WKZO-TV, Ch. 3, Kalamazoo, and at 6:30
p.m. Wednesday on Fetzer CableVision
Ch. 12. The game, at 1:30 p.m., will be

_
broadcast live by WIDR-FM, the University's student-operated radio station.
Rudolf J. Siebert, religion, speaks about
"The Future of Religion" on today's Arts
and Sciences Forum broadcast over
WMUK-FM at 9:30 a.m. and 11:30 p.m.
Next Thursday, Robert Jack Smith, anthropology
chairperson,
will discuss
"Changing Concerns and Directions in Anthropology Now and in the Future" on the
half hour broadcast.
Richard Ryder and June Gable play the
leading roles in the 8 p.m. Monday performance in Miller Auditorium of Neil
Simon's hit Broadway musical comedy,
"They're Playing Our Song."
Central Stores has scheduled a public
auction for 10 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 17, at
the . Kalamazoo Regional Psychiatric
Hospital. Any department wishing to
dispose of any surplus materials or requesting surplus materials must contact
Central Stores before Friday, Oct. 9. For
more information, persons may call 31913.
Tholnas B. Hickey, research scientist for
the Online Computer Library Center, Columbus, Ohio, will give a free public lecture
on "The Electronic Journal" at 1 p.m.
Thursday in G-130, Waldo Library. His
talk is sponsored by the School of
Librarianship.
A few openings remain for several
courses offered by the Center for Adult
Education (CAE), including two that begin
shortly.

NATIONAL SAE PRESIDENT-Philip Mazziotti, left, national president of the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and a vice president of the Dana Corp. of Toledo, Ohio,
was a guest speaker for the student chapter of SAE last Tuesday. Also shown, from the
left, are David M. Gross, a junior from Streamwood, III., president of the SAE student
chapter; and Harley Rehm, chairman of the Department of Transportation Technology.
(Western News photo)
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Education develops that natural resource.
Michigan Mindpower Week Oct. 3-11
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Calendar----------~------'OCTOBER
1
Thursday Night Live, "How Do You Spell Relief?-Coping With Stress,"
speaker is Mary Lewis, Kalamazoo clinical psychologist, Garneau Hall lounge,
6:30p.m.
1
Film, "Retirement and Income Plans" with commentary by Judith London,
TIAA-CREF advisory officer, New York City, 204 Stude\lt Center, 9 a.m.
1
Reception for new faculty/staff women by Commission on the Status of
Women at WMU, Space Gallery, 2040 Freidmann Hall, 4-6 p.m.
* 2
Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra concert featuring John Browning, pianist,
Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
3
Soccer, WMU vs. Oakland University, Goldsworth Valley, 2 p.m.
* 3
"Making Money At Home" workshop, 211 Student Center, 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
3
"A Fashion Special," WMU fashion show for the handicapped, Coover
Center, 918 Jasper St., 2-4 p.m.
* 3
University Dames' "Gay 90's Luncheon," 1202 Short Road, noon.
* 4
French Horn Fandango for high school/college students, 2750 Knauss Hall,
213 Maybee Hall and Oakland Recital Hall, 10:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
4
University Symphony Orchestra concert with French horn soloist Hor James
London, England, Miller Auditorium, 3 p.m.
"
* 5
Neil Simon musical comedy, "They're Playing Our Song," Miller Auditorium,
8p.m.
5
Public lecture by Hans Kung, University of Tubingen, Germany, "Science and
the Problem of God," Shaw Theatre, 7:30 p.m.; seminar for faculty and
students on "Religion and the Challenge of World Humanisms," 3760 Knauss
Hall, 3 p.m.
6
"Male/Female Communication," Sex and Sexulllity lecture by Shirley Woodworth, communication arts and sciences, 157Student Center, 7:30 p.m.
6
Seminar for Southwestern Michigan clergy conducted by Hans Kung, Tub-
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ingen, Germany, "Christianity and the Challenge of the World Religions,"
1610 McCracken Hall, 10 a.m.
6
Lecture, "Futurology and Organization Response," John G. Keane, president,
Managing Change, Inc., Barrington, 111.,3770Knauss Hall, 8 p.m.
6
Volleyball, WMU vs. Central Michigan, Read Fieldhouse, 7:15 p.m.
* 6"Responsible
Assertion Training"
by counselor
Merry Pattison,
Nov. 10211 Student Center, 7-9 p.m. Tuesdays.
6 & 21 Graduate student workshop on writing a master's degree thesis, 2310 Seibert
Administration Building, 3:30 p.m.
* 7
"Mummenschanz," Swiss mime troupe, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
7
Doctoral examination, John R. Chirco, "A Study of Job Satisfaction of the
Elementary School Secretary," 2308 Sangren Hall, I:30 p.m.
8
Volleyball, WMU vs. Western Illinois, Read Fieldhouse, 7:15 p.m.
8
Librarianship speaker, Dr. Thomas B. Hickey, research scientist, Online Computer Library Center, Columbus, Ohio, "The Electronic Journal," G-130
Waldo Library, I p.m.
8
Food for Thought lecture,. "Images of Women in Advertising," Faculty Dining
Room, Student Center, 11:45 a.m.-l p.m.
8
Open Office Hours, President John T. Bernhard, 3062 Seibert Administration
Building, 2-4 p.m.
.
8
Thursday Night Live, "Enhancing Your Self Concept" by Richard M. Oxhandler of the Counseling Center, Garneau Hall lounge, 6:30 p.m.
9
Doctoral examination, Rofithah Hashim, "A Model for Inservice Professional
Development of Educational Administrators," 2308 Sangren Hall, 1:30 p.m.
10
Women's cross country, Western Michigan Invitational, Acadia Course, 11
a.m.
*10
Football, WMU vs. Central Michigan (W Men's Day), Waldo Stadium, 1 p.m.
• Admission charged.

